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1 The Risks Inherent in Recovery
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4 Compliance Rebooted?



Risks Inherent in Recovery 
Key Takeaways

As the dust settles – importance of compliance, despite economic and budgetary challenges; re-
think engagement strategies 

Monitor market developments: risk of dominance is not only temporal - companies may find 
themselves dominant where rivals have failed and exited the market

For sectors that have benefited from flexibility, pay attention to scope and duration (danger in the 
period between crisis and “normality”) 

Collective discussion through trade associations also merits attention

As the state becomes a more important purchaser, public procurement processes will face greater 
scrutiny 



Shifting Sands in Enforcement 
Key Takeaways

Increased use of settlement procedures and potential for interim measures is shifting enforcement 
(and defence) strategies

Compliance programmes need to be agile to respond to shifting precedents and novel theories of 
harm 

Whilst settlements may make a lot of sense for investigated parties, their broader effect on 
compliance (potentially creating an unhelpful precedent) should be assessed carefully

§ Detail and context of findings- can they be differentiated?
§ Weight (evidence/analysis; jurisdiction) of the findings
§ Risk assessment: how exposed is company to findings



The Digital Onslaught 
Key Takeaways

Big tech is facing increased scrutiny as authorities become more proactive in the digital sector 

Focus is not just on big tech, risks can arise in the broader digital sphere, including “collusive 
algorithms”, online sales, Internet of Things…

Authorities have started to respond by adopting novel investigative approaches and introducing 
new competition tools that are focused on digital platforms

Active policy debates and reforms are ongoing in several regions with more guidance expected… 



Compliance Rebooted?
Key Takeaways

Expect more agile compliance programmes - adapting to new circumstances post-COVID

Training and protocols trends: more targeted, more succinct and to the point

Investigatory techniques updated to new realities: new forms of communication (social media); 
virtual interviews

Importance of connected compliance – holistic approach to compliance policies that focus on 
business activities, as opposed to area of law 
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